In this paper the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness (EMSE) of knitted fabrics made of copper, silver and stainless steel blended conductive yarns were analyzed statistically. Data obtained by the experiments carried out in 1.7 -2.6GHz frequency band with the help of waveguide system was evaluated by statistical methods. A total of 29 different knitted fabric samples were used in the experiments, including rib, weft, milano, lacoste and cardigan types. In order to test the stability of shielding effectiveness (SE) descriptive statistics were presented for all fabric samples. Subsequently, data was distributed into clusters by means of ANOVA method. In this way, the fabrics with the worst and best shielding performance were found at 95% confidence level. The statistical findings overlapped with experimental results.
Introduction
Currently conductive fabrics are commonly used in shielding electromagnetic fields. These fabrics include conductive or ferromagnetic metal fibers blended to yarns. Conductive fabrics have a promising future in the field of industry, military and civil electromagnetic shielding issues [1, 2] as well as medicine, telecommunication and wearable technology [3] .
Due to its easy implementation and integration with composite materials, textile fabrics gain popularity among scientists evermore. In last decade, the subject was backed up by theoretical basis establishments and experimental studies continuously [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The results should be analyzed in terms of error rate and reliability as in many engineering fields. For this reason, statistical analysis is required as well as the evaluation of the results.
Many studies about statistical analysis on shielding fabrics, were documented in the literature so far. Perumalraj and Dasaradan [10] [11] [12] proposed various solutions in order to get optimum shielding material with the help of Taguchi design and ANOVA methods. In their studies, they mainly focused on physical characteristics of metal blended fabrics and environmental conditions. Apart from factors that influence the shielding performances of fabrics, they found exposure time of radiation and temperature of media have neutral/negligible on electromagnetic shielding. Rajendrakumar and Thilagavathi [13] in their work concluded that weave and thread spacing of fabric samples had effect on shielding effectiveness (SE) based on statistically significant findings. A similar work was also conducted deeply by Cheng et al. [14] for different frequency ranges. In their work it was emphasized that the factors such as radiant frequency, metal content, metal mesh size and geometry effected SE performance. Hsieh [15] in his work tried to reach optimal manufacturing conditions with the help of statistical methods such as Taguchi approach and Grey relational analysis. His paper presents statistical data which contribute to reduced cost in production of shielding fabrics. Das et al. [16] presented a paper in which stainless steel (SS) filament and polyester/SS hybrid yarn were used separately or together to weave distinct plain type woven fabrics. As a result, depending on statistical analysis, researchers simply pointed out that SS filament and SS/PET hybrid yarn combined fabric showed higher SE than SS filament based fabric. Previously, Krishnasamy et al. [17] in their work found significant difference between the SE of different fabric samples with the help of ANOVA. By this way, they could derive factors that improved shielding performance. In the literature, the researchers used statistics only in characterization of shielding fabrics, trying to obtain an optimal solution. This endeavor contributed to production process of shielding fabric. However, they did not give detailed information about the reliability and preference criterion of end products.
There are many experiments carried out for wider range of frequencies with different kind of composite fabrics. One can find SE results swinging along the operating frequency range. After which, scientists tend to determine the best shielding material by examining output graphics. They do this both for whole frequency range and specific sub ranges. Even in some cases the outlier and extreme values are taken into consideration which are statistically should be neglected. By applying the steps presented in the paper, scientists will have an idea about the material and its behavior by analyzing descriptive statistics. Besides they can group the materials and get the best group with 95% confidence level.
A waveguide transmission setup was conducted to carry out experiments in the frequency range of 1. Step clustering algorithms were used. Both two algorithms divided the input (29 knitted fabrics) into two groups. In order to divide data into more specific sections, algorithms' settings were altered so that the next output would be four groups. Consequently, it was seen that three knitted fabrics with best shielding performances were put in same group while the others were distributed to other three groups.
Material and Method

Experimental setup
The experimental setup consists of WR430 waveguide system and Anritsu MS4624B network analyzer is connected to this system to read scattering parameters. Operating frequency for this standard is 1.7 -2.6GHz. The scheme of the system is shown in Figure 1 . The waveguide tube consists of two parts which are connected with flanges in the middle. Flanges have aperture with size 54.61x109.22mm which is enclosed by each fabric sample to prevent radiation passing through. The fabric sample placed between flangs reflected and absorbed the radiation partly. The scattering parameters were read by the software installed in the computer connected to network analyzer. Finally, the data evaluated for statistical purposes was obtained by converting scattering parameters to shielding values [18] . The photograph of the system is shown in Figure 2 . In the proposed study, 29 knitted fabrics had been produced for the experiments. They differ from each other by their texture and metal content. The physical characteristics of all samples used in experiments are shown in Table 1 . 
Grouping
In order to group the SE values of samples statistically, checking whether variances of the values are homogeneous or not is the prior step. As a result of established hypothesis, if the variances are not homogeneous, then it means there are groups. In order to identify them Welch test is needed to be applied. By this way it is aimed to determine whether there are differences between means of groups. In accordance to established hypothesis and significance level if there are such differences then ANOVA should be applied.
ANOVA is a collection of statistical models which analyses relations between the values of two or more groups. It is developed on the difference of correlation values among groups and of means of member within group.
TamHane's T2 test determines the difference of each sample from the others. Correct reading of significant level is necessary. If the significance level is smaller than 0.05, then there are significant differences among means of groups at 95% confidence level which means there are two or more groups. For grouping the values clustering algorithm is needed. Generally to assure the reliability of grouping results, more than one algorithm is preferred. In this work Hierarchical clustering and Two Step clustering had been conducted.
Results
The shielding experiments carried out within the 1.7 to 2.6GHz frequency range. All of the shielding effectiveness values of fabrics are illustrated in Figure  3 which represents fabrics containing metal filament types as copper, silver and stainless steel, respectively.
As it is seen from Figure 3 , the results were distributed into sub-figures to monitor them easily. But still, large number of samples make it difficult to classify the results. Statistical analysis is required to make the data more compact. In the first stage, the descriptive statistics were performed for the SE values of all test samples. The results are shown in Table 2 .
In Table 2 the median Med. is the middle number in a sorted list of numbers which gives a clue whether the SE results are stable or not along the frequency range. If the mean and the med are close then the values are well distributed, otherwise there may be some outlier or extreme values among data gathered from the experiments, which are generally neglected. Apart from these, accepted values are determined by means of the relation defined as
From (1) In order to start clustering firstly homogeneity of variances was tested. Test results are shown in Table  3 . The abbreviation df stands for degree of freedom. df1 is the number of distinct test groups to which each group is compared and df2 is the total number of observations obtained by the calculation of formulas related with aforementioned statistical method.
-0 hypothesis: variances are homogeneous. -1 hypothesis: variances are not homogeneous. -0 hypothesis: the means of all groups are equal to each other.
By looking
-1 hypothesis: at least one of the groups' mean is distinct.
From Table 4 since the significance level < 0.05, null hypothesis was rejected in 95% confidence level. In this case at least one of the groups' mean is distinct. Since the variances are found to be not homogenous, to determine which groups are different from others, TamHane's T2 was conducted (App. B).
-0 hypothesis: there is no difference between the mean of group i and group j, where i≠j.
-1 hypothesis: there is a difference between the mean of group i and group j.
If the significance level < 0.05, then there is statistical difference between the means of group i and j with 95% confidence level. Otherwise, there is no statistical difference between the means of group i and j. With the help of TamHane's T2 test it was found that there are samples having similar SE values. Since clustering determines the number of groups, Hierarchical and Two
Step clustering algorithms were applied. Using both algorithms, all samples were distributed into 2 clusters. The samples RC4, RC6, LC6, CC6, WC4, WC6, RS4, RS6, WS4, WS6, RSS4, RSS6, CSS8, WSS4 and WSS6 were put in cluster 1 while the others like RC2, MC4, MC6, LC2, LC4, CC4, WC2, RS2, WS2, MS6, MS8, RSS2, CSS6 and WSS2 were put in cluster 2 by the algorithms. A small number of clusters indicated that SE values of samples were not far different from others. However, a considerable number of samples make it difficult to deduct the best and the worst shielding material. For this reason, in the next stage algorithms were forced to group the samples into 4 clusters. The model summary and the test quality are shown in Figure 4 .
In Figure 4 the quality of algorithm confirms the reliability of clustering results which is revealed in Table 5 .
As it is seen from Table 5 there are 4 clusters and each contains some of samples. The samples in first cluster are the worst while the samples in the fourth one are the best shielding fabrics among samples tested in this experiment. From Table 1 , RC6,WS6 and RSS6 in cluster 1, stand for copper core Rib 6mm, silver core Weft 8mm and stainless steel core Rib 6mm respectively, while MC4, LC2 and MSS6 stand for copper core Milano 4mm, copper core Lacoste 2mm and stainless steel core Milano 6mm respectively. An explicit difference between cluster 1 and cluster 4 is illustrated as in Figure 5 . It is obvious from Figure 5 that there is 10 to 20dB difference between values of cluster 1 and 4. It can be inferred that the remaining clusters are located in the region between the cluster 1 and 4.
Discussion and Conclusion
The SE values obtained from the experiments were successfully processed by statistical methods and algorithms. In this scope, firstly descriptive statistics of test samples were introduced. Low value of standard deviation factor gave a clue about the stability of results. By this means, evaluating the results, it was found that SE values of samples are stable along the frequency range. Secondly, ANOVA tests and clustering algorithms were conducted. As a result, 4 clusters were generated. The fabric samples with worst SE performance were put into cluster 1 while the best ones were put into cluster 4 by the algorithms. Consequently, copper core milano 4mm, copper core lacoste 2mm and stainless steel core milano 6mm were chosen as the best shielding fabrics by statistical analysis methods in the 95% confidence level. Findings were also verified by naked eye observations during the experiments.
The proposed research can be expanded to similar studies. The statistical analysing methods and the underlying statistical assumptions presented in paper can be adapted easily in researches which cover the experiments carried out for wide frequency ranges with large number of test samples. RC2  RC4  RC6  MC4  MC6  LC2  LC4  LC6  CC4  CC6  WC2  WC4  WC6  RS2  RS4  RS6  WS2  WS4  WS6  MSS6  MSS8  RSS2  RSS4  RSS6  CSS6  CSS8  WSS2  WSS4 
